Abstract. Physical means of securing information, such as sealed envelopes and scratch cards, can be used to achieve cryptographic objectives. Reasoning about this has so far been informal.
Introduction
Physical mechanisms for securing information such as sealed envelopes and scratch cards have powerful properties. They contain information, which remains hidden until an explicitly decided moment. Up to then, anyone who has not constructed the item can plausibly argue ignorance. Reasoning about such mechanisms so far has been done informally, which is insufficient for complex applications like voting and polling protocols [9] , and most fundamentally: general cryptographic schemes [8] . In such schemes, scratch cards and sealed envelopes play an intricate role, and the notions of security are sophisticated, starting from possibilistic and extending to probabilistic and complexity aspects.
This paper explores the formal modelling and analysis of sealed distinguishable envelopes containing a single bit, applied in protocols for bit commitment [8] . Our emphasis will be on constructing the model and protocols, looking ahead to semantic requirements for systematic analysis and formal development.
Modelling Sealed Envelopes in Z
This is a story about Agents who pass Envelopes about:
Envelopes contain bits, and may be uncreated, closed or open. The value in a closed envelope may only be known by its creator; the value in an open envelope is known by anyone who possesses it. A created envelope is in the possession of exactly one agent in any state. We model an agent knowing the content of an envelope by relations zero and one. The predicate a → e ∈ zero encodes that agent a has direct evidence (it created the envelope, or has seen it when open) that e contains a 0-bit; and similarly for one. The predicates below state that all open envelopes are held by some agent, the content of every created envelope is known by some agent, and all agents who know the content of an envelope agree on it. Operations on this state need to satisfy the criteria that open envelopes cannot be closed, and agents' knowledge never decreases. We define a schema that reports an agent's view of a state. This is a finalisation operation, not commonly used in Z states-and-operations models, but a good way of encoding non-standard observations of abstract data types. The variables with 0-subscripts
